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1. Introduction 
In atmospheric dynamics, the potential vorticity equation plays an important role. It is written 
as follows: 
:A,$ +J( J/, A,$ + 2a2w cos 0) = 0, (W 
where +( A, 8, 5, t) is an unknown function; X refers to longitude, B to the colatitude, 
0 4 A G 27r, 0 G 8 G 7; the vertical coordinate 1 is the pressure normalized by sea level pressure 
(the influence of topography is omitted), 0 G { < 1; t indicates time, a the radius of the 
and ti the angular speed of the rotation of the earth; operators 
--- 
C, being a given positive constant. 
Zeng Qingcun and the author investigated the well-posedness of initial-boundary 
problems for (l.l), which corresponds to important models in atmospheric dynamics (see [2-41). 
value 
earth, 
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But in [2,3] the author only considered the motions of atmosphere between the surface of the 
earth and a certain isobaric surface [ = c1 with 0 < [r < 1. In atmospheric dynamics, motions of 
the whole atmosphere (i.e., permitting [r = 0) should be investigated. The paper is devoted to this 
subject. Since in this case [ = 0 is a degenerate surface of the elliptic operator A,, the first part of 
the paper is concerned with the well-posedness of a boundary value problem for equation 
A,$ =f and some necessary a priori estimates. Then, using the method of [2,3], the author 
proves the existence and uniqueness of global classical solutions to the following initial-boundary 
value problem: 
u2w cos 0) = 0 in S2 X (0,l) X (0, co), (1.2) 
(I -3) 
\c, I t=o = $0, (1.4) 
where cx is a given nonnegative constant, #o the initial data and S2 the unit sphere in R3. 
In Section 5, the author presents a theorem about the uniqueness and existence of local 
classical solutions to (1.1) with complete nonlinear boundary condition. 
Setting 5 = -In {, we reduce problem (1.2)-(1.4) to 
u2w cos 0) = 0 in S2 X (0, co) X (0, co), (1.5) 
(1.6) 
\CIIt=o=#o> (I .7) 
where A = A + Ct(a2/8t2) - Ct(a/a[). H ereafter we will devote our effort to problem 
(1.5)-(1.7). 
Let us introduce some notations. Write M = S2 x [0, co). T stands for an arbitrary positive 
constant. C,oO( M) = { u E C”(M) and supp u is a bounded set in M}. C,M( M X [0, T]) = { u E 
C”( M X [0, T]) and supp u is a bounded set in M X [0, T]}. 
Sobolev’s spaces Hk( M), Wk3p( M), Hk(S2) and Wk*p( S2) are defined as in current litera- 
ture. Hormander’s space Hk~‘(M) (see [l]) is the completion of the functional space C,oO( M) 
normed by 
For any u E C=?‘( M x [0, TJ), we define 
II u II CO([O,T];Hk(M)) = sup II u(t) II H”(N), 
o<t<7- 
II ull C’([O,T];H”(M)) = oyT II u(t) II H”(M) 
. . i +ll%(tq*A,,,i* 
The completion of functional space C,M( M X [O,T]) normed by 1) u ]I co(to,TI;Hk(M8 (resp. 
II 24 II c’(lo.Tl,H”(M))) is denoted by C’([O, T]; Hk( M)) (resp. C’([O, T]; Hk( M)). If u E C ([0, T]; 
Hk( M)) VT > 0, we will write u E C’([O, cc); Hk( M)), etc. 
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Let { tii, $},“=i be a P-atlas on S2_and $(oj) = fij. Assume R is a vector field on S2 
depending on two parameters (5, t) E lR + x IT&’ + smoothly, G~*( R) = { y:( xl, & t)} i=1,2, j = 
1,2,..., J. R induces a family of linear partial differential operators LcRj on S2, which can be 
represented by C~=,y~(xj, c, t)(a/i3x{) in coordinate chart fij. If y,! E C’([O, T]; Hk(fij x 
[0, oo))), i = 1, 2, j = 1,. . . , J, we say that the coefficients of LcRj belong to C’([O, T]; Hk(M)). 
Lemma 1.1. Let R be a vector field as stated above. The coefficients of LcRj belong to C’([O, T]; 
Hk(M)). Let function f E C’([O, T]; Hk(M)) and u. E Hk( M) with integer k 2 4. Then, there 
exists a unique u E C’([O, T]; Hk( M)) n C’([O, T]; Hk-‘( M)) satisfying 
g + LcRju=f in MX (0, T), uI&l=urJ. 
Moreover, the energy estimate 
II u(t) II 
holds with a constant C independent of u, f and uo. 
The functions appearing in this paper are real ones. 
2. Boundary value problem for a degenerate elliptic equation 
In this section, the author will consider the boundary value problem for the degenerate elliptic 
equation Au = f and establish some necessary a priori estimates. 
Lemma 2.1. Let functions u, f E CW(rW +) fl L,(E +), constant p f 0, du/d.$ -pu = f hold in If&! +. 
Then, following estimates hold: 
(4 II UII I&W+) G $ II f II I&R+)> p ’ 0, 
6) II 24 II L2(W+) G& II f II L,(W+) + ~ 1 MW, p<o. 
ma- 
(2.2) 
The proof is omitted. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that constantsp > 0, q < 0, (Y 2 0, g E R. f E f7~=, Hk(lR’ +). Then there exists 
a unique u E fIp= o Hk( II%! +) satisfying 
(2.3) ($-p)($-q)u=f inE+, 
(2.4) 
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Proof. (i) Solving problem 
(2.5) 
h E L2@+), 
we get h E fI~==,Hk(lR +). 
(ii) For this h, h t ere exists a unique u E fl~==,Hk(R +) satisfying 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
u(0) = 0. (2.8) 
Set u = v + (g - h(0)) eq’}/( q - a). It is easy to verify that u satisfies (2.3), (2.4). The unique- 
ness is a direct consequence of the following lemma. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is completed. •I 
Lemma 2.3. Supposep, q, (Y and g are constants as stated in Lemma 2.2; u, f E fI~=,Hk(R +) and 
satisfy (2.3), (2.4). Then, the following a priori estimates hold: 
(2.10) 
Proof. Assume h is given by (2.5), (2.6). Since u and f satisfy (2.3), (2.4), we can check easily 
that v=u-(g-h(O)) eq5/(q-a) satisfies (2.7), (2.8). Using Lemma 2.1, we complete the 
proof. q 
For convenience, if 
we say that f satisfies condition (N). 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose u, f E C,M( M), g E C”( S2). They satisfy condition (N) and problem 
Au=f in M, (2.11) 
au 
i iI 
x - ou *=. = g. (2.12) 
Then, for each integer k 2 0, real s > 0, there exists a constant C independent of u, f and g such 
that 
I( u I&+X% (M) < C( II f ll&(M, + II g Il&+‘/qs’J. (2.13) 
Proof. Using the interpolation inequality, the well-known method of “freezing the coefficients” 
and “partition of unity”, we can prove 
11 u l&+1.% (W G c( II f II&(M) + II u II&M) + II g Il&‘W)). 
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Thus, to prove (2.13), we only need to verify 
II UII L>(M) Q C II f II L,(M)* 
Denote by & the normalized orthogonal spherical functions, which satisfy 
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(2.14) 
AC+;= -&$I:,, k=0,1,2 ,...; l=O, kl,..., fk, 
with A, = k(k + 1). 
Define u&9 = (u, &L,(szj, f,‘<S> = (f, h,JL2~s~~~ d = (8, &dL,cs~j. BY (2.11), (2.12) we 
have 
(2.15) 
wherepk*=i+/$+X,/Ci, k=l,2 ,...; I=O,+l,..., kk. 
By Lemma 2.3 there exists a constant C independent of u;, f;, g:, k and I, such that 
(2.16) 
Obviously there exists a constant A4 such that 
If,‘(E)12G 5, Vk, 1, V’E E [0, w). 
k 
Since f E C,oO( M), it follows from the above inequality that 
Ilf II2 L,(M) = 5 i /slf,'(t)l' dt. 
k=l /E-k 0 
By the same argument, we obtain 
Thus, inequality (2.14) is a direct consequence of (2.16). This completes the proof. q 
Corollary 2.5. Suppose u E Hk+**“( M), f E Hk,s( M), g E Hk+s+“2( S2), which satisfy condition 
(N) and (2.11), (2.12). Then, estimate (2.13) also holds. 
Proof. Construct sequence { u,} c C,oO( M) such that u, satisfies condition (N) and u, + u (as 
n --, cc) in Hkf2*$ (44). Since U, satisfies (2.13), letting n + cc, we obtain the desired result. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Suppose f E Hk(A4), g E Hk+s+1/2 (S*) with integer k > 0, real s 2 0 and they 
satisfy condition (N). Then, there exists a unique u E Hk+2,s (M) satisfying problem (2.11), (2.12). 
Moreover, u satisfies condition (N). 
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Proof. First we assume f~ C,oO( M), g E Cw(S2). Define f:(t) = (f(t), +i)L2(s~,, gi = 
(g, &JL,(9j. Solving ordinary differential equation (2.19, we get u:(() E fl~=iH-‘(lR +). By 
Lemma 2.3, {C~=,C~= -k~~(&#&}~=l is a Cauchy sequence in L,(M). We define 
Obviously 
Au = f in 9’(M). 
It is easy to prove that for any integer m >, 1, 
II AC-f II&M) = Ii 
k=l I= -k 
From Lemma 2.3, it follows that 
k=l I=-k 
Hence A(“-‘)u E L2( M). Obviously, u satisfies condition (N), it follows that u E H0,2(m-1)( M). 
By Hiirmander’s Theorem [l, Theorem 4.3.11, u E Hk,s( M) for any integer k 2 0, real s since m 
is an arbitrary positive integer. Noting u:(t) satisfies the boundary condition of (2.15), we 
conclude that u satisfies boundary condition (2.12). 
Now if f E Hk( M), g E Hk+sf1/2(S2), we can choose f, E C,“(M), g, E C”( S2) such that 
f,, g, satisfy condition (N) and f,, -+ f in Hk( M), g, + g in Hk+s+1/2( S*) as n + cc. Then, the 
desired result follows from a limit process. 
Let us prove the uniqueness. If u E Hk+2,s (M) satisfies (2.11), (2.12) with f = 0, g = 0, we 
have U(t) = ls2u( X, 8, E) ds satisfying d2U/dt2 - dU/d.$ = 0. Hence U(c) = ci + c2es. Since 
u E Hk+2*s(M), it follows that cl = c2 = 0. Therefore u satisfies condition (N). Noting Corollary 
2.5, we get u = 0. The proof is completed. 0 
Remark. The assumption that f and g satisfy condition (N) cannot be removed from Theorem 
2.6. In fact, we can prove that there exists no solution u E H2(M) satisfying (2.11), (2.12) with 
f=(1+<)-2/3, g=Oorf=O, g=l. 
To get ready for proving global existence, we devote the remainder of this section to 
establishing “quasi-Lipschitz norm” estimates (see [3]) for solutions of boundary value problem 
(2.11) (2.12). 
Let { Inj, +j}f=l be a P-atlas on S2 such that (pj(lnj) = B = {(xl, x2) Ix: + xi < l}. Func- 
tions aj E C,“(ln,) and Cs=i’~~ = 1. 
For any u E Ck+‘(M), we define the “quasi-Lipschitz norm” by 
J 
III 24 Ill c+(M) = C Ill(aju) o %’ /Ic~(~~[o, m))7 
j=l 
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where 
x(JI4-w2+ I&-t212) ’ 
s(l-Ins), O<s<l, x(s)={ +oo 
7 s> 1. 
In the following, C( F1,. . . , F’) denotes a constant depending on F1,. . . , Fk only. 
Let us prove the next lemma. 
Lemma 2.7. Suppose u, f E fI~c’_lHk(M) satisfyingproblem 
Au=f inM, (2.17) 
(2.18) 
Then, a priori estimates 
hold. 
II 2.4 II @yM) G c(a)( II f II CO-yM) + II u II P(M)), 0 < a < 1, (2.19) 
Ill I.4 Ill C’(M) G c( II u II C’(M) + II f II co(M)) (2.20) 
fid- Set Uj=(OljU) 0 +,“g fj=(~jU) a G,‘l, QI=(~I, Cl>, Q2=(p2, t2); Q,, Q~EBX[O, 00). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume I (I - t2 I < 1. Construct functions 
We discuss following two cases. 
(i) i(.$, + c2 - 2) > 0. In this case we have 
o*Uj(Ql) - oauj(Q2) = Da(Uj+~,,t2(Q1) - Uj4t,.~2(Q2))* 
Set s = 5 - f(t, + i2). It follows from (2.17), (2.18) that 
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q(xj, s, = (Uj~~,,~2j(Xj~ ’ + +(& + t2))2 
F,b’, 4 = (fi&,.E2j(X4 s + :c& + [,I>. 
And 2; 4=lapqa2/(ax$)x~) is a strictly elliptic operator on B. Rj is a first-order linear partial 
differential operator with coefficients depending on (Y,, $j and $J~,,~~(() only. The supports of 
U;., q and the coefficients of Rj are compact sets in B X (- 1, 1). By [3, Lemma 5.11, we have 
III q III C'(i?x(-1.1)) G cj( II q II C'(BX(-1,l)) + II 5 ll C'(BX(-l,l))) 
G cj( II u II C’(M) + II f II CO(M)), (2.21) 
where cj is independent of 5r, t2. 
(ii) a([, + t2 - 2) G 0. It follows from this condition that 0 G tr, t2 < 2 and 
o”uj(Q,) - o”uj(Q,> = oa(( uj?)(Q,) - (ujJ)(Q,))- 
By an analogous argument we obtain from (2.17), (2.18) that 
i a,,q(X’)a2U, + Ctz = Rjq. + F, in B X [0, 3), 
P.4’1 ax;ax; 
where sj = $uj, Fj = &fi. sj is a first-order linear partial differential operator with coefficients 
depending on aj, +j and 4 only. 
Again by [3, Lemma 5.11 estimate 
III III U, c’(~x[o, 3)) G 'j( II I,4 II C'(M) + II f II C'(M)) (2.22) 
holds with constant Cj independent of ,$i, c2. 
Clearly (2.11), (2.12) imply (2.20). Inequality (2.19) can be proved similarly and the details are 
omitted. The proof is completed. 0 
3. The existence of local classical solutions 
In this section, we will make use of Lemma 1.1, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.5 to prove the 
existence and uniqueness of the local classical solution to problem (1.5)-( 1.7). 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose integer k 2 5, +Lo E Hk+‘( M). In addition, ( i3+o/a[ - aGo) I 5_o = 0 holds. 
Then there exists a constant To depending on& on II q. 11 ,++I(~) such that problem (1.5)-(1.7) 
admits a unique solution I,!J E C’([O, To]; Hk+l( M)) n Cl([O, To]; Hk( M)). 
Proof. For any function + E C’([O, T,]; Hk(M)), we adopt following iterative method. 
First of all, we assume q. satisfies condition (N). 
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(i) Solving the following Cauchy problem for the hyperbolic equation 
+y +J(cp, w> +J(@% 2 a2w cos 0) = 0 in MX (0, T), (3.1) 
WIl=(J=A+l). (3.2) 
By Lemma 1.1 there exists a unique WE C’([O, 7’1; Hk-r(M)) n C’([O, T]; Hkm2( M)) 
satisfying the above problem. 
Since identities JszJ( F, G) ds = 0, /,zAF ds = 0 hold VF, G E Cm(S2) and q. satisfies 
condition (N), it follows from (3.1), (3.2) that W also satisfies condition (N). 
(ii) By Theorem 2.6 there exists a 4 E C’([O, T]; Hk+‘( M)) n C’([O, T]; Hk( M)) satisfying 
condition (N) and following boundary value problems for elliptic equations 
A+(t) = W(t) inM, O&ttT, 
It follows from Lemma 1.1 and (2.13) that 
Xexp u C ,‘( I14(~)IlH~(M)+l) dT , O<t< T. (3.3) 
Using above estimates, we can prove the existence of local classical solutions by a standard 
method of [2]. Now let us remove the restriction Go satisfying condition (N). Set 
Obviously Go satisfies condition (N). Solving problem (1.5)-(1.7) with initial data Jo, we get 4. 
It is easy to check that 1c/ = $ + I;( 5) is a solution to problem (1.5)-(1.7). 
Uniqueness. Since $ E C’([O, To], Hk”(M)), we can prove that 4 - #0 satisfies condition 
(N). The details are left to the reader. The proof is completed. 0 
4. The uniform a priori estimates and the existence of global classical solutions 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose #o E Q==,Hk(A4) and (i3qo/a[ - qLo) 1 5=. = 0 holds; 1c, E fl,“,,Cj([O, T]; 
H’(M)). Moreover I/J~ and I/J satisfv condition (N) and problem (1.5)-(1.7). Then, following a 
priori estimates hold: 
integerkal, O<t<T; 
II VW> II j&M) < C(T) II $0 ll,$c~j, 0 =s t G T; 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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II w ll&qM) G CCC P>( II $0 IIRqM) + II 40 ll&.~&, 0 G f G T, 3 <P < 00; 
(4.3) 
Ill w III C’(M) G cm P)(l + II #o II c?(M) + II $0 llR2(M) + II $0 Il&.qM)L 
O<t<T, 3<p-~oo. (4.4) 
Proof. The proof of (4.1) is omitted since it is analogous to that of [3, inequality (3.7)]. 
In order to prove (4.2), we multiply (1.5) by A$ and integrate it on M. Then estimate (4.2) 
follows from (2.13) and Gronwall’s inequality. 
Multiplying (1.5) by A$ I A$ I p-2, integrating it by parts on M, we have 
J 
J(+, A+)A+41C/]P-2 dM=O. 
M 
From the well-known elliptic estimate 
II + lG&M) G c II A+ lILp,(M) + II J, IIbyMJr ( 
it follows that 
; II 4w II Lp,(M) =G c( II Md II&f) + II w II&M)). 
By Nirenberg’s inequality, estimate 
II w II L,(M) G c II + II G(M) II 4 II&) G c II 4 II HqM) 
holds with s = :(i - l/p). Hence inequality (4.3) is a consequence of (4.2) and Gronwall’s 
inequality. 
Finally, let us prove (4.4). Since a*~ cos 8 is independent of t, we can rewrite (1.5) as 
&4~+2u20cose)+J(~,A~+2u2wcose)=0. 
Along the characteristic curve of operator 
1 a\C,a 1 a\C,a -%+--_____ 
sin 13 ae ah sin 8 ax ae ’ 
quantity A#( t) + 2a2u cos 8 is a constant. Hence 
I) A+(t) + 2a2w cos 8 I( CoCMj = llA$o + 2a2w cos 0(&), 0 < t < T. 
Therefore 
II 4w + 2a2w cos f9 II c?(M) G co + II $0 II CQM)). 
From (4.3) and Sobolev’s imbedding theorem, it follows that 
II w II C’(M) G C(T, P>( II $0 IlRq,w) + II $0 II,%(M))> 0 G t G T- 
By Lemma 2.7 and above estimates, we obtain (4.4). The proof is completed. 0 
Let hz, be an operator as stated in Lemma 1.1. Define 
Ill L(R) Ill P(MX[O,T]) = sup i ; ll~Y:‘(X’? 6, 1) IIIC”@j). 
Oqt<Tj=i j=i 
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Suppose function J/ satisfies the conditions stated in Lemma 4.1. Then, there exists a vector 
field R such that 
LV9 
1 a+a I a+a =_--- --- 
sin 8 ae ax sin 9 ax ae . 
If suPoat<TIII 4(t) Ill C~(Mj 6 b (positive constant), we can prove easily that 
1 Ill--1 a+ a w a ---__ sin 8 ae ax ah ae Illi CO(MXIO,TI) < c(b). (4.5) 
Using (4.4) and (4.5), we define constants 
b = fi(T? PY #,I = C(T, P)(l + II $0 II P(M) + II $0 IIRqM) + II 40 Ilr%yM))Y 
D, = c(h). 
Now arbitrarily choosing a number p E (0, 1) and letting Jo = 1 + [2TfiD,] ([xl denotes the 
largest integer such that [x] G x), (Y = be-2TD1Jo, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2, Suppose that the assumptions in Lemma 4.1 hold. Then the following estimates are 
valid. 
II w II c*.“(M) GC(T, Q, P> II $0 II C=(M), II 40 IIR~M), II Go I/&~M))~ 0 G t< T. 
(4.6) 
11 G(t) ll Hk+2(Mj G C(k, T, II q. II p+~(~)), 0 G t < T, integer k >, 2. (4.7) 
Proof. We do not prove (4.6) here. The readers can refer to [3, the proof of Lemma 4.21 for 
details. By Sobolev’s imbedding theorem ]I #o ]I w2.4~Mj < C I] q. ]I Hk+~c,,,j and ]I q. ]I C2.~/2cMj < 
C II $0 II P(M) hold. Setting p = 4, fi = $ in (4.6) and utilizing (4.1), we obtain (4.7). The proof is 
completed. •I 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper, which is a direct consequence of 
estimate (4.7) and Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose Go E Hk( M) with integer k > 6. Moreover, (a#,/ag - CX#~) ) E=. = 0 holds. 
Then, there exists a unique I+!J E C’([O, co); Hk( M)) fI C’([O, 00); HkW1( M)) satisfying problem 
(1.5)-(1.7). Particularly, if #o E fI~=?=,Hk(A4), then solution 4 E nTEoCk([O, 00); Hk(M)). 
5. The existence and uniqueness of local classical solutions with nonlinear boundary condition 
In [2], the author proved the existence and uniqueness of the local classical solution of the 
following problem 
;~o$+J(h Ao44+J(U a2w cos 0) = 0 in S* X [So, l] X [0, To], (5.1) 
~li-i,=o, [;(g +k,vb) + $J(h 9 +k,a,+)]~i_l=O, (5.2) 
+1r=o=+o, (5.3) 
where lo, k,, (Y, and To are given constants; 0 < So < 1, k. = 0 or 1, a, > 0, T, depends on $0. 
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Combining Lemma 1.1, Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.5 with the method of [2], we can remove 
the restriction lo > 0 and (Y, > 0 to obtain the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose I/J,, E Hk( M) with integer 
depending only on 11 Go 1) H~(Mj such that problem 
$A$+J($, A#+2a20 cos S)=O 
k > I, (Y, >, 0. Then, there exists a constant T, 
in MX (0, T,), (5.4) 
4 I z=o  $0 
admits a unique solution I/J E C’([O, To]; Hk(M)) n C’([O, To]; Hk-‘(AI)). 
(5 -6) 
Whether there exists a global classical solution to problem (5.4)-(5.6) is still an open problem. 
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